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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to explore how social media can be used as 
a data source and to engage citizens in urban planning and governance 
process. Given the rise of mobile technologies and the extensive use of 
social media networks in cities in the global south, electronic participa-
tion (e-participation) has become a mechanism for constant interaction 
between residents and government officials and is a method to collect 
unique information from the public. However, it is still not clear how reli-
able and accurate social media data can be for urban planning. Through 
a case study analysis of Sucre Municipality in Caracas, the capital city of 
Venezuela, this research used a social media platform, Twitter, to exam-
ine the content collected through the exchange between the public and 
the Mayor of Sucre over three months. 
The tweets were examined regarding time, location, theme and content 
and comparisons were made with official documents and news articles to 
evaluate accuracy and relevance of the data. People engage more with 
the Mayor than the institution and the amount of tweets regarding the city 
overpass political or personal ones. Slum areas use social media as an 
advocacy platform to rise their concerns regarding water shortage and 
waste management irregularities. Urban and formal areas use tweets as 
primary mechanism to communicate crimes and irregularities in the phys-
ical state of streets. Two tweet-sourced interactive maps were developed 
in web mapping platform to visualize the content of the tweets. Recom-
mendations were made to help municipalities and planners to incorporate 
efficiently and critically social media as a new participatory tool for plan-
ning and governance.
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Caracas,
aun en sus momentos más profundos de tristeza y oscuridad,
tiene un pueblo resilente, inspirador y esperanzador.
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 When my parents obtained an identity card for 
my younger brothers in Venezuela, for some un-
known reason, the main database of the civil regis-
try services SAIME (acronym for Servicio Adminis-
trativo de Identificacion, Migracion y Extranjeria) did 
not keep any record. Without being in the database, 
my brothers could not make an appointment to 
process a passport application. My father went 
multiple times to SAIME’s headquarters and nobody 
responded to the problem.
 My father was advised to write through Twitter 
to @chavezcandanga, the account of President of 
National Government Hugo Chavez, and to @dan-
terivas, the account of the President of Saime, Dan-
te Rivas. Skeptical, he opened a Twitter account 
and wrote two tweets. Within weeks, my brothers 
were in the system and could obtain their passport. 
 This is an example of the undeniable power of 
social media in Venezuela.
 
 From the start, social media has been a pop-
ular mode of interaction among youth in Venezu-
ela. Two events helped raise the number of users 
of social media accounts in the country. First, the 
high level of censorship and bias the traditional 
media faced due to extreme government controls. 
Second, the President of the National Government, 
Hugo Chavez, launched his own Twitter account 
@chavezcandanga to communicate directly with 
the citizens of Venezuela. This helped make social 
media in Venezuela, especially Twitter, a primary 
source of information, communication and social 
interaction.
 However, the political, economic and social 
crisis that the country encounters nowadays has 
deeply impacted deeply a citizen’s daily life.  In 
2015, Venezuela surpassed its own record of vio-
lent deaths, reaching 27.875 murders (ONV, 2016). 
It also recorded citizen’s feeling of insecurity over 
47.6% (third highest of Latin America) and a record 
inflation rate over 159% (Statista, 2016). The coun-
try is also rationing water, electricity and food.  
 Introduction
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 According to CONATEL (2014), over 15 million 
Venezuelans have access to the internet, repre-
senting 60.33% of total population, and 30,528,002 
active mobile phone lines. With this context, the 
troubles and shortages pushed people to begin 
using social media for everyday necessities, such 
as informing when a product was available in super-
markets, which places in the city are dangerous, or 
just reading the news from direct sources. 
 According to Mashup Interactive Agency 
(2015), one of the lead digital media agency in 
the country with strong presence in Latin America, 
must of the global users of social media are the 
young population between 18 and 34 years old. 
Also, Facebook and Twitter are the social media 
platforms with the must even demographic distri-
bution of users: 40% of users are between 18 and 
34 years old and 60% of the users are over 35 
years old. Venezuela represents 6% of the digital 
audience in Latin America, 65% of the users are 
between 15 and 34 years old and 35% have over 
35 years old. Above all, the main interest of Venezu-
elans are technology, politics and health. 
 In that sense, municipalities and elected 
officials are using social media platforms as a main 
form of communication with citizens. The authorities 
and institutions of Caracas, the capital of Venezu-
ela, are actively communicating their activities via 
social media, specifically Twitter, and gaining more 
audience every year. Consequently, political sites 
experienced a growth of 117% in 2015 (Mashup 
Interactive Agency, 2015).
 Caracas is the central area of the Greater 
Caracas, and it is also the capital of Venezuela. The 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas (MAC) is comprised 
of five municipalities: Libertador, Chacao, El Hatil-
lo, Baruta and Sucre.  The case of study selected 
is the Municipality of Sucre, the second largest of 
the MAC and the first largest district of Miranda 
State. Since 2008, the Mayor of Sucre’s Municipal-
ity is Carlos Ocariz, who got reelected on 2014 for 
a second term and recently won as best Mayor of 
Latin America and fourth Best Mayor of the world by 
the organization, World Mayor. Sucre has become 
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an example of resiliency and best urban practices 
within the city, actively the public with a strong team 
of community leaders, community assemblies and 
participatory process including being the most ac-
tive audience in social media. Thus, making the city 
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 Engaging the communities in planning and pol-
icy-making process has never been an easy task. 
Planners are educated to be the advocates of the 
communities they serve and to use public participa-
tion as a mechanism to validate policies. Therefore, 
new, creative and innovative ways to involve the 
public in city issues and include a good representa-
tion of total population is a challenge. 
 In today’s day and age, walking on the streets, 
entering a class, having lunch with friends or sitting 
on a park bench, we have the unique possibility 
to connect with people that are not next to us and 
share information with either a mobile or a com-
puter. We are able to capture a moment with our 
camera and immediately send the picture to friends 
through Instagram, Facebook or Twitter. We use 
smartphones to see predictions of traffic or consult 
public transit schedules, even using it as guide by 
enabling GPS location, with apps such as Google 
Maps or Waze. We are living a unique moment 
of time when technology is right in our hands and 
information is more accessible and democratic than 
ever.  That being the case, how can planners in de-
veloping countries plan cities by using digital social 
networks?
BIG DATA, SMART CITIES AND DATA-SMART 
GOVERNANCE
 With the advance of technology and the under-
standing of the complexity of the city’s processes, 
big technology enterprises Cisco, IBM and Siemens 
provide software and technological infrastructures 
to local governments to improve data processing 
and maximize urban problem-solving actions, such 
as police procedures, vigilance and transportation. 
The main concept is to make data easily available 
and manageable for city officials to predict and 
solve, almost instantly, the city’s complex problems. 
However, this approach has been criticized be-
cause it is too profit-driven (Greenfield, 2013); it is a 
top-down approach without community-based input 
(Townsend, 2013) and invades citizen’s privacy by 
over observation and collection of data.
 A different approach to the smart cities con-
cept originated from local governments, citizens and 
 Background
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academia. In the developed world, cities started 
making changes about how to integrate technology 
to governance to facilitate and make city manage-
ment and planning more transparent. For example, 
Citizens Connect was developed in Boston as an 
app to allow citizens to report problems or issues 
they saw on the streets and to propose solutions. It 
quickly became an efficient tool for the Department 
of Public Works to collect data and inform citizens 
about the resolution of reported problems.  Michael 
Bloomberg, founder and owner of a global financial 
data and media company, believes that in order 
to be able to manage a city you need to be able 
to see the data. When he took office as Mayor of 
New York City in 2012, one of the main goals of his 
administration was to digitalize city data and build 
an open data platform (Goldsmith and Crawford, 
2014). Another example is the development of ‘Mo-
bile Landscapes’ app in Milan (Italy) to collect data 
and analyze the intensity of urban activities (Ratti, 
Frenchman, Pulselli and Williams, 2006). 
All these cases exemplify how government initia-
tives in technological tools to manage large data 
bases and how public participation can improve 
planning and governance. Still, such initiatives 
need budget, political support, technical knowledge 
and expertise to be developed, making it difficult to 
achieve in developing cities where   city budgets 
are highly scrutinized and limited. Therefore, which 
other technological tools to engage communities in 
governance and planning are available for the city?
THE POSSIBILITIES OF E-PARTICIPATION FOR 
URBAN PLANNING
 The use of technological platforms by city offi-
cials to foster public participation is understood as 
e-participation (Ann Macintosh and Angus Whyte, 
2006). Mobile technologies and social media have 
been used primarily for data collecting and connect-
ing families and friends, while evolving as tools for 
marketing and targeting publicity for both business-
es and non-profit organizations. For example, Twit-
ter is a micro-blogging platform that allows users 
to share short messages (140 characters) called 
tweets; Facebook allows users to connect with 
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friends and share content; Instagram allows users 
to share multimedia content; Foursquare allows one 
to check in places and keep track of social actions. 
The success of these free-service platforms relies 
on their user-friendly interfaces; freedom of speech; 
how can they be used for both personal or profes-
sional purposes; and how direct the interaction can 
be between users. Indeed, city officials and insti-
tutions are relying more on these social networks 
to spread their message, share information and 
connect directly with city dwellers. However, what 
are the opportunities that social media brings to 
e-participation?
 The utility of social media platforms for plan-
ning and governance can be summarized into two 
possibilities. First, social media serves as a direct 
communication bridge between city officials and 
communities sharing information and interacting 
without the traditional bureaucracy or having to 
wait for an occasional community assembly (Bizkaj, 
2012). Second, the ability to georeference the data 
and its content enriches and supports traditional 
official datasets (Campagna, 2014). Even more, 
data analysis on the location of mobile devices 
could potentially become one of the most exciting 
new sources of information for urban analysis (Ratti, 
Frenchman, Pulselli and Williams, 2006). Planners 
and those in local governments could facilitate pub-
lic access to information in earlier stages of urban 
planning. Furthermore, these social networks allow 
the public to have access to information 24 hours a 
day and not only on day of formal public hearings. 
On the other hand, the effectiveness of e-participa-
tion depends on the proportion of public able to use 
computers and mobile technologies (Bizjak, 2012). 
Therefore, how can planners make use of data 
collection through interaction in social networks and 
strengthen the planning process?
 The purpose of this paper is to explore how 
urban planners can use social media either as a 
source of demographic data or as an e-participation 
mechanism to engage citizens in the planning pro-
cess of the city. By no means does technology sub-
stitute traditional face-to-face interactions. However, 
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e-participation is an opportunity for constant inter-
action and collects unique information from commu-
nities. First, an examination of public participation 
and its technological approach as e-participation will 
be presented.  Next, an analysis of tweets collected 
from the interaction between official accounts of the 
Municipality of Sucre (Caracas, Venezuela) and the 
public will be presented. Tweets will be examined 
in terms of time, location, frequency and subjects of 
discussion to study how citizens are engaging with 
city processes, specifically the ones related to ur-
ban planning. Then, a comparison will be conducted 
to compare it to official budgets and programs of 
the district to evaluate accuracy and relevance of 
the social media information. Lastly, findings and 
conclusions will serve to summarize recommenda-
tions for planners to foster existing social media as 
participation tools for urban planning in developing 
countries.
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 This chapter draws on three bodies of litera-
ture in order to determine the main concepts and 
the academic frame of the study. First, I will review 
the definition of public participation, the levels of en-
gagement and why are they important for planners. 
Second, I will introduce the concept of e-participa-
tion as the practice of public participation with digital 
tools and how the raise of mobile technologies has 
contributed to the raise of this practice. Third, an 
overview of how the use of social media platforms 
as e-participation tools, how users can be defined 
according to how they contributed or interact and 
what recent academic studies have focus in analyze 
regarding their usefulness in urban planning and 
governance.
THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNITY PARTICIPA-
TION IN URBAN PLANNING
 Planners are in constant search for more cre-
ative, efficient and effective ways to involve citizens 
in the planning process. We look to the community 
as a main source of information and knowledge. 
Planners understand a neighborhood better with the 
stories and experiences described by their neigh-
bors. Transportation problems are better under-
stood by looking at the data and interpret it with the 
experience of the commuters. 
 Public participation is a main instrument to 
do more accurate and efficient urban planning 
and policy-making. As Bizkaj (2012) stated, pub-
lic participation can be formal or informal. Formal 
participation is a public act for the authorities to 
implement, for example public assemblies, elec-
tions, surveys, referendums and public initiatives. 
In the other hand, informal participation is initiated 
by the public, with optional binding for the authori-
ties and greater power of decision for the public, for 
example consultations, protests, signing petitions 
and making demands.  Nevertheless, public partici-
pation is not possible if either planners or those that 
commission the plans are unwilling to listen, accept 
and integrate opinions and ideas that are not nec-
essarily made by experts. Therefore, participation in 
urban planning must be understood as a democratic 
process in the city where political and administrative 
 Literature Review
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decisions are taken daily affecting the built environ-
ment that shapes our cities.
 But how much public participation is good par-
ticipation? Arnstein (1969) defined a very accurate 
ladder of participation. There are three main levels 
of participation: non participation where power hold-
ers educate or instruct participants (manipulation, 
therapy); tokenism that allows some level of voice 
(informing, consultation and placation); and citizen 
power as an increase of the power of citizens in de-
cision-making (delegated power and citizen control). 
It seems that in the planning process different levels 
of participation are usually mutually exclusive of 
each other.
 What if planners have access to a digital 
platform for more interaction and discussions? How 
can planners capture complaints when they are not 
asking for them? How can we assess and contex-
tualize database and official statistics for better 
understanding and interpretation for planners?
E-PARTICIPATION
Definition
 According to Ann Macintosh and Angus Whyte 
(2006), electronic participation (e-participation) is 
a connection between elected representatives of 
authority and various public groups through infor-
mation‐technology tools. It is about getting initia-
tives and suggestions from the public toward elect-
ed representatives of authority. Simon Delakorda 
(2003) explains e‐public participation as “a comput-
er application (websites and web portals) for me-
thodically standardized, public, expert and political 
participation of citizens in policy making, adopting 
programs and plans about matters of public inter-
est”. As Bizjak(2012) redefines E‐participation is a 
commonly accepted term that incorporates partici-
pation in various phases of the democratic political 
process, supported by technology.
 As commonly understood, e-participation al-
lows a spontaneous and direct interaction between 
citizens and officials, thereby evading bureaucratic 
and tedious procedures.  It also allows participants 
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of many sites to form their own virtual community for 
exchanging information.  Turton and Macgill (2005) 
have identified two types of e-participation in urban 
planning according to how participants interact: 
synchronous participation, where all participants 
interact using the same data available in one serv-
er; asynchronous participation where the interaction 
is not simultaneously but remains present online to 
later reviewing, evaluation or response.
Mobile technologies and Social Media
 Kleinhans (2015) defines mobile participa-
tion as the use of mobile devices to broaden the 
participation of citizens and other stakeholders by 
enabling them to connect with each other, generate 
and share information, comment and vote (Hoffken 
& Streich, 2013: 206). One of the unique advantage 
of mobile technologies is that it is expected to at-
tract a much wider interest group than conventional 
participation tools, in particular youths and young 
adults who are difficult to engage in public affairs or 
participation schemes (Clark et al., 2013). Activities 
can be mapped to the location where it happens, 
data can account for people’s movements and the 
intensity of communication activity at different times 
and the very high penetration of cell phones in most 
developed countries make them an ideal technology 
to collect amounts of statistically significant data 
(Ratti, Frenchman, Pulselli and Williams, 2006).
 Social media can be defined as a social inter-
action using web-based and mobile technologies, 
to turn scalable communication into interactive 
dialog (Sui and Goodchild, 2011). Social network 
platforms can be used for different purposes due to 
their flexible technology and user-friendly interfaces. 
However, the integration of geographical informa-
tion to interactive social platforms has introduced 
opportunities to share data that was not previously 
available. As an example, Google Maps, Open 
Street Maps and CartoDb allows people to build 
their own maps by collecting geographical informa-
tion of their activities; in Flickr or Instagram users 
share geo-tagged multimedia content; Facebook, 
Twitter and others not only allows users to share 
geo-tagged content but allows interactions between 
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users thanks to the flexibility of their platforms. All 
these cases have been proven extremely useful for 
emergency response, environmental issues, spe-
cial events and urban planning. However, the lack 
of efficient and advanced technical tools to analyze 
and present data accumulated by e-participation is 
a challenge. The data provided by e-participation 
is usually unstructured, there is too much informa-
tion, much of it is useless, and a lot of time is lost 
arranging it (Sui and Goodchild, 2011). However, 
the information that can be collected can provide  
tremendous value and insight into situations which 
traditionally, approaches to gaining information 
about are very costly for local governments and 
planners (Ratti, Frenchman, Pulselli and Williams, 
2006.
SOCIAL MEDIA AND URBAN PLANNING
 As Manovich (2011) defined there are three 
categories for people and organizations in big data: 
those who create data, those who have the means 
to collect it and those who have the expertise to an-
alyze it. Every citizen can create data, even without 
realizing they are, and it does not excludes those 
who do not use mobile technologies and social net-
works.
 A major advance in big data is the integration 
of geographical information to the data produced. 
It can be classified by how the data is produced, as 
follows: (1) Authoritative Geographic Information 
(A-GI) data produced by experts, professionals, 
organizations and mapping agencies for a mission 
under institutional or legal frameworks (Ball 2010; 
Goodchild and Glennon 2010). (2) Volunteered 
Geographic Information (VGI) according to Good-
child (2007) it refers to the user-generated content 
with a geospatial component created by citizens 
acting as volunteer sensors. Particularly, this data 
has been useful to online mapping where citizens 
can express their opinions on world events and 
broadcasting their findings to the world directly in 
a map. One example is how through the mapping 
community in Arcgis.com participants have upload-
ed their own maps of diverse topics (location of bin 
Laden’s death, assistance in earthquake relief ac-
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tions, etc). (3) Social Media Geographic Information 
(SMGI) data produced in a social media platform 
with geocoded information.
 With the smart cities movement, those who 
have the means to collect data and those who have 
the expertise to analyze it collide when the big soft-
ware companies provided software and tech-infra-
structure to city governments in order to maximize 
police procedures, vigilance, transportation and oth-
er process, but also for profit. In one way or another, 
companies owned the data and tech-infrastructure 
and municipalities had to buy their services. Alterna-
tively, the second group can also be represented by 
companies such as Google, Amazon or Microsoft, 
that have the computing infrastructure to host large 
data sets and various free services, holding and 
collecting massive amounts of data.
 Social media has increased its location-based 
feature. This allows users to know and see on a 
map where their friends are physically located at 
a particular time. It also allows to share opinions 
and perceptions to share information of different 
stakeholders and even gather visual ideas with the 
multimedia content. Social media with geographical 
information also allows one to conduct spatial and 
thematic analyses by time, media type, as well as 
analyzing the user’s personal information. The qual-
ity and credibility of social media data for scientific 
research and decision-making still needs further 
investigation. That is why protocols and procedures 
can be developed to link asserted, crowd-sourced 
information (Sui and Goodchild, 2011).
 The geocoded social media data and web-
tools with geographic information have made GIS a 
powerful media for the general public to construct 
dialogs and interactions about social issues (Sui 
and Goodchild, 2011) . They also allow shifting the 
role of GIS from being an arcane technology used 
by trained professionals to a popular social medium 
for the general public to report problems and built 
community. Similarly, this virtual interaction through 
social media and mapping communities has result-
ed in independent meetings in person and activities 
in real places (Sui and Goodchild, 2011). Further-
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more, as official data is more available to the public 
and communication between communities, planners 
and city officials becomes more direct and sponta-
neous, how can planners process efficiently social 
media data?
 The analyzes that have been found so far 
about the applicability of social media information in 
urban planning and governance are concentrated 
in case studies of a specific event, area or topic.  
For example, Williams and Currid-Halkett (2014) 
studied the discrete activities of designers within the 
Garment District in New York City (USA) using Four-
square data, to understand the economic dynamics 
of an industrial agglomeration. Shelton, Poorthuis 
and Zook (2015) used Twitter to study processes of 
segregation and mobility in Louisville (USA). Ratti, 
Frenchman, Pulselli and Williams (2006) developed 
‘Mobile Landscapes’ app in Milan (Italy) to collect 
data and analyze the intensity of urban activities 
within the city. Campagna, Floris, Massa, Girsheva 
and Ivanov (2015) used social media geographic 
information to study tourism planning in Cagliari 
(Italy). 
 Previous analyses in the subject has taken as 
epicenter the geographical information of the social 
media data. However, there is no further analysis of 
why users could choose to disable their geospatial/
geographic function in their profiles. This could also 
be an important source of information itself: why 
do users feel the necessity to deactivate location.  
Is it a sign of safety problems in dangerous cities? 
There is also little analysis regarding textual anal-
ysis and even so, geo-localization of the content 
itself. Do planners care more about the location 
where the data was produced or is it more important 
the content communicated?
 Nonetheless, there is not enough literature 
about how social media can be useful for daily ur-




The purpose of this study is to explore how urban 
planners can use social media to engage citizens 
in urban planning processes.  Given the lack of 
studies related to this specific topic, it is necessary 
to select a real case to analyze
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 The case study selected is located in Caracas, 
the capital of Venezuela, because of the knowledge 
and familiarity of the author with the city and its lo-
cal governments. In addition, the popularity of smart 
phones and social media in Venezuelan society 
makes it an ideal context to study this issue. The 
ongoing blackout of information from traditional me-
dia  as a consequence of government restrictions 
drove demand for information from social networks, 
and Venezuelans continue to demand mobile devic-
es and access to the internet so as to be informed 
about important news (Euromonitor International, 
2015).
 Caracas is the central area of Greater Ca-
racas, and it is also the capital of Venezuela. The 
Metropolitan Area of Caracas (MAC) is comprised 
of five municipalities: Libertador, Chacao, El Hatillo, 
Baruta and Sucre (Figure 1). The first, Libertador, 
is also the Capital District and the four remaining 
are also part of Miranda State. Each district has an 
independent local government, each with an execu-
tive and legislative power. They also share a Metro-
politan government with independent executive and 
legislative power. The case study for this thesis will 
be the Municipality of Sucre.
MUNICIPALITY OF SUCRE
Sucre is one of the five municipalities of the MAC 
and one of the 21 districts of Miranda State. Accord-
ing to the National Institute of Statistics of Vene-
zuela  (2015), the municipality has a population of 
600,351 inhabitants, constituting 22.4% of Miran-
da’s population, which makes it the most populated 
district of the state. With an area of 164 km2, most 
of the population is located in the informal settle-
ments Petare, La Dolorita and Caucaguita. There 
are also some dense areas in the formal neighbor-
hoods. Sucre’s conjunction of formal and informal 
settlements correspond to the diversity of house-
hold income of its population. This characteristic 
makes it an ideal case through which to study public 
participation in a diverse population. Affluent socio-
economic sectors are located on the flat area of the 
city and the poorest social sectors in the informal 
settlements are located on the hills. According to 
 Sucre’s Municipality as Case Study
   Figure 1 |  Metropolitan Area of Caracas. Source: Plan Caracas 2020, IMUTC
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ARePA (2014), the main urban problems registered 
in the district are insecurity, mobility (public transit, 
infrastructure, access to diverse modes of transpor-
tation) and waste management. 
 Since 2008, when Carlos Ocariz was elect-
ed Mayor of Sucre’s Municipality, one of the main 
pillars of the municipality has been to involve the 
community in the policy-making process to the 
greatest extent possible. Consequently, a special 
team of community leaders was created at the 
Mayor’s Office to serve as a direct nexus with the 
communities. By creating institutional accounts in 
diverse social media platforms –Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram- to enhance communication and 
participation with the public, the municipality made 
communication between the institutions and the 
public accessible, consistent and direct. 
 This study was framed before and after the 
legislative national election on December 6th, 2015, 
because during campaign times both local govern-
ments and citizens communicate more through the 
political campaign, and discuss city issues. These 
discussions occur mainly in social media due to the 
strong censorship local leaders face  in traditional 
mass media. Therefore, this study collected data 
produced from November 2015 to January 2016. 
Figure 2  | Sucre’s Urban Form Classification
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Figure 2  | Sucre’s Urban Form Classification
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 Sucre’s Office of Digital Communications man-
ages the social media accounts of both the Mayor 
and the Municipality. The rest of the departments 
manage their social media accounts independently. 
When evaluating which of the platforms reaches the 
largest audience in order to conduct the study, the 
Twitter account of the Mayor stood out dramatical-
ly as the one with highest amount of followers, as 
shown in Table 1. Furthermore, the  @CarlosOcariz 
account on Twitter makes him the most followed 
Mayor of the five districts of Caracas, and the sec-
ond one –after the Mayor of the Metropolitan Area 
of Caracas @alcaldeledezma- of the Metropolitan 
Area of Caracas. 
 Twitter is a digital social networking platform 
where participants can send short messages called 
tweets. Each user has a username that starts with 
the “@” sign. The username is used to mention 
someone in a tweet. Also, each user can follow 
(subscribe to receive the information of another 
user), and can be followed by ‘followers’ (other 
users subscribe to receive their information). Any-
one can follow or stop following anyone else at any 
time. A user can send a message, public by default, 
of a maximum of 140 characters and it can be liked, 
retweeted or replied to: to like a tweet indicates you 
appreciate it; to retweet a tweet means to forward 
a tweet from another user to your followers, usually 
used to pass along news and other valuable infor-
mation; and a reply consists in responding to anoth-
er user’s tweet beginning with the @username. This 
is possible by clicking the reply button that can be 
found next to each tweet (Twitter Glossary, 2016).
 Twitter as e-participation platform
Tweet-Sourcing Caracas
Social Media Username Followers Likes
Twitter @CarlosOcariz 1,197,443 10,972
Facebook Carlos Ocariz n/a 190,439
Instagram @CarlosOcarizAlcalde 131,014 n/a
Social Media Username Followers Likes
Twitter @CarlosOcariz 98,607 3,305
Facebook Alcaldia de Sucre n/a 17,906
Instagram @AlcaldiadeSucre 31,380 n/a
   Table 1 | Carlos Ocariz and Sucre’s Municipality Social Media Accounts
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   Table 1 | Carlos Ocariz and Sucre’s Municipality Social Media Accounts Figure 3 | Anatomy of a Tweet
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 This study analyzes the Twitter account that 
belongs to the Mayor of Sucre’s Municipality Car-
los Ocariz, @CarlosOcariz. The tweets extracted 
for this study can be divided in two groups: (1) the 
tweets produced by the Mayor, and the responses 
(‘replies’) connected to those tweets; and (2) the 
tweets that mention the Mayor.  
 The data was collected manually using Twit-
ter’s Advanced Search Engine, where you can 
specify the user, the time frame and the type of 
tweets you want to see. For this study, we indicated 
we wanted (1) all the tweets mentioning @CarlosO-
cariz, that (2) where produced between November 
1st 2015 until January 31st 2016, (3) the retweets 
were excluded as well as (4) any filter regarding 
the tone of the tweets (positive or negative). The 
information collected for each tweet was: (1) date, 
(2) hour, (3) username, (4) tweet, (5) number of 
retweets, (6) number of likes, and (7) if the tweet 
contained any multimedia content such as photo or 
video. In total, 6,733 tweets were collected (Table 2)
 In addition to the tweets, official documents 
were requested from the Municipality, such as a 
special report of growth and behavior in social 
media and a detailed report of Twitter accounts’ 
growth, to understand how the accounts were grow-
ing and being managed before this study. This was 
submitted by the Office of Digital Communications 
with strategies that explained how they are man-
aging the accounts.  In order to contextualize the 
content of the tweets and examine how Twitter can 
be a participation tool to improve the Municipality’s 
activities, the researcher requested a database of 
crimes geocoded for the study time period, as well 
as the community outreach assemblies schedule, 
the program of asphalting of streets, garbage col-
lection and urban interventions. Although the Police 
Department PoliSucre has a database with all ho-
micides geocoded since 2009, it does not have the 
same for major felonies. Furthermore, there is no 
significant programming of community assemblies, 
or a detailed schedule for asphalting. In fact, the 
Department of Public Works has an annual budget 
for this matter that executes organically through the 
year.   
 Data Collection
Tweet-Sourcing Caracas
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 The data was collected manually using Twit-
ters’ Advanced Search Engine and stored in an 
Excel document using columns to classify the 
information. Each row represented one tweet 
(see Figure 2). The columns used to classify the 
information while extracting the tweets were: (1) 
month; (2) date; (3) format: 1A Mayor’s tweet, 1B 
reply, 2A mention; (4) number of tweets; (5) hour; 
(6) username; (7) tweet; (8) if the tweet contained 
multimedia info such as photo or video; (9) number 
of retweets; (10) number of likes. Once the data 
was collected, the researcher proceeded to cate-
gorize the content of the tweets, using the filters 
and search tool in Microsoft Excel.  Therefore, new 
columns were added to the database: (1) subject, if 
the tweet referred to topics regarding the municipal-
ity, political, personal or others; for those classified 
as ‘municipality’ a detailed categorization was done 
in a column called (2) ‘urban themes’; (3) neighbor-
hood, (4) type of sector and (5) parish was added to 
identify of what part of the municipality people were 
commenting about. 
  Once the data was collected, it was examined 
using pivot tables and basic statistical tools of the 
program . Further, the main trends were compared 
to the official documents of the municipality but 








   Table 2 | Quantity of tweets collected for the study
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 The data was examined as follows: the de-
scription of the data extracted, the average and 
count numbers of the basic information of the 
tweets; and the categorization of the data. Each 
tweet was classified in four main categories: format, 
topic, theme and location.
 The tweets extracted for this study were divid-
ed into three groups according to their format: (1) 
the tweets produced by the Mayor, mentioning infor-
mation about any activity, program or event of the 
municipality; (2) the responses  (‘replies’) connected 
to those tweets and (3) the tweets where the Mayor 
is mentioned, but which are not connected to a con-
versation that started with a tweet by him. Further, 
the categorization per topic was made according to 
whether the content related to (1) municipal issues; 
or (2) political issues (regarding the social and po-
litical crisis of the country); if the message was (3) 
personal or if it was (4) none of the above. The ones 
classified with the topic ‘municipality’ were then 
sub-categorized by their ‘urban theme’, meaning 
the main subject of the message. The urban themes 
used in this study are: crime, culture, economic 
development, education, emergency, garbage, 
homelessness, housing, invasions , light, noise 
complaints, PAR (Project of Rapid Response by its 
acronym in Spanish), planning, police presence, 
public health, public lighting , public spaces, pub-
lic vendors, social, sports, streets, transportation, 
tributes, unclassified, environment, water, water/
par, water/streets. Additionally, although the majority 
of the tweets did not contain geo-information, the 
content expressed in them indicated places, neigh-
borhoods and addresses relevant to this study. 
Therefore, three categories were created to classify 
this data: (1) parish given by the official geo-political 
division of the municipality, (2) macro-neighborhood 
given by the municipality and (3) type of sector, i.e. 
if the neighborhoods are located in the urban area, 
informal settlements or in the rural areas of the terri-
tory.
 After the data was categorized, the researcher 
proceeded to evaluate how many tweets produced 
by the public could be categorized under each for-
 Evaluating the Data
Tweet-Sourcing Caracas
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mat and whether users created a tweet to complain, 
propose or report something to the municipality, or 
if they were reactive, meaning users created the 
tweet to respond to information given by the munic-
ipality. Also, the relation between the tweet’s format 
and topic of discussion was examined by looking at 
the correlation between how the Mayor handles his 
account and how people respond to this, particularly 
which format per topic was more used in the time-
frame studied. A location analysis was conducted by 
looking at which formats of tweets were used more 
commonly by type of sector and how many tweets 
could not be related to a specific location. I also 
studied which neighborhood had the largest number 
of tweets and which urban theme was mentioned 
most frequently. 
 Finally, the urban themes users mentioned 
were analyzed by month and a deeper examination 
was conducted into the ones that were mentioned 
most frequently. The deeper examination consisted 
of contextualizing the data, finding out through offi-
cial documents and news reports why these themes 
were mentioned so often, which ones are the re-
sponsibilities of the municipality and how it reacted 
to those issues. Finally, conclusions are present-
ed regarding whether social media data reflects 
general concerns of the neighborhoods and if the 
data allows municipalities to better understand the 
communities by helping technicians to contextualize 
official statistics like census data using the social 
media feed. Recommendations are proposed to the 
municipality and to planners regarding how to ana-
lyze information collected through social media and 
how to use it for urban planning and governance.




 Sucre’s Municipality was selected because of, 
among many reasons, the diverse socioeconomic 
composition of its population and the diversity of 
the built environment. However, there is no compre-
hensive census data that could help illustrate this 
condition, because Venezuela does not conduct a 
comprehensive census of the population. 
 There is a bias related to analyzing social 
media information. Social media platforms are com-
monly related to younger generations and millenni-
als. The use of these platforms is also more com-
mon among people of medium and high income.  
A verification of the authenticity of the users was 
not conducted because this study focuses on the 
content rather than who it originates from. Howev-
er, this is an important analysis that future studies 
should undertake to have a deeper comprehension 
of users’ characteristics.
 Another improvement to the study would in-
volve including all the municipalities of Caracas as 
case studies, to cover the whole metropolitan area 
and to make a comparison between the Mayor’s ac-
count and the official account of each Municipality. 
 In terms of the sample size, this study look at 
a compilation of tweets related to @CarlosOcariz’s 
account in the time period selected. However, a 
larger time frame or a comprehensive study of all 
the accounts of the municipality could improve the 
study. For example, adding the institutional account 
of the municipality @AlcaldiadeSucre and those of 
the departments related to the urban themes stud-
ied, such as PoliSucre, IMAS (Municipal Institute of 
Water and Aqueducts of Sucre), the Department of 
Engineering and Urban Planning, IMAPSAS (Munic-
ipal Autonomous Institute of Environmental protec-
tion and Sanitation of Sucre) and the Department of 
Public Works, would strengthen the study. 
 The data was collected manually. A code to ex-
tract the tweets could have saved time and collect-
ed the location for geocoded tweets, but there were 
not enough geocoded tweets to conduct an analysis 
regarding the location of the tweets.




In this section I provide a brief description of the 
data collected by analyzing how many tweets 
were produced by the Mayor and the public, 
which format was more commonly utilized and the 
topics mentioned most frequently, followed by a 
description of which areas of the city and which 
urban themes were mentioned most frequently by 
the public. Then, I selected three urban themes 
through which to discuss important issues such as 
accuracy, relevance and utility of the information 
provided by the citizens












































Municipality Political Personal other
  Figure 5 |  Percentage of Type of Tweet by Month
  Figure 6 |  Percentage of Tweet’s Subject by Tweet’s Format
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 FORMAT
 In the time period studied, tweets produced by 
the Mayor represented approximately 5.79% of total 
tweets, the replies he received were 26.62% and 
he was mentioned 66.71% of the time, as shown in 
Figure 5.  Although the trend reflects a large propor-
tion of tweets mentioning the Major rather that re-
sponding to his tweets, during December the replies 
increased reaching 37% of the tweets of the month 
in comparison with 55% of the mentions, reducing 
the difference from 55.07% to 17.97%. This shift 
happened again in January. The change can be ex-
plained by the impact of the national political event, 
the legislative elections taking place on December 
6th, it increased momentously the engagement of 
the public with the Mayor. Overall, the total ‘reactive 
tweets’, meaning the ones responding to official in-
formation, represent 27.26% and the ‘spontaneous 
tweets’, meaning the ones produced by the public 
proactively represented 66.95%. Therefore, the 
public is more proactive when communicating with 
the Mayor than responding to official information.
TOPIC
 In the time period studied, the topic ‘Munic-
ipality’ -in average- represented 76.85% of total 
tweets, the topic ‘Political’ 16.71%, the topic ‘Per-
sonal’ tweets 5.29% and ‘Others‘ 1.15%. ‘Municipal-
ity’ remained the most popular topic of the tweets 
and this is correlated to how the Mayor managed 
his communication in the social media platform. 
This becomes evident when analyzing the relation 
between topics and format: the Major uses the 
social media platform to communicate matter of the 
Municipality more than for political propaganda, as 
shown in Figure 6. 
  A change can be seen in December when the 
political tweets of the Mayor increase and the mu-
nicipality ones decrease but not enough to change 
the overall trend. This event also impacted how 
many tweets per topic were produced by the public 
but just enough to reflect the behavior of the Mayor 
and not to change dramatically how the municipality 
is the main topic of discussion of the community in 
this social media platform. 
 Findings
  Figure 5 |  Percentage of Type of Tweet by Month
  Figure 6 |  Percentage of Tweet’s Subject by Tweet’s Format
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LOCATION
 It is important to take a look at which locations 
are most commented over the time period studied. 
An important fact is that the majority of the tweets 
did not present geocoded location information. 
Some reasons can be attributed to this: concerns 
about privacy, ignorance about the ability to allow 
localization or just consciousness about security. 
That being the case, an analysis of which sectors 
and neighborhoods that were named in the tweets 
came to be an important subject of analysis. Over-
all, 51.47% of the tweets did not name a specific 
neighborhood but when analyzing in detail the 
tweets from the public (replies and mentions) come 
with more localizable data than the ones from the 
Mayor. 
 By no means must it be interpret as the tweets 
without a distinguishable neighborhood were ex-
pressing random issues without a location related 
to it. Moreover, this can also indicated that they are 
city issues rather than a specific sector of the city. 
For the tweets that named a neighborhood in the 
tweet, 14.99% were replies and 27.91% were 
mentions naming a neighborhood from the formal 
city; 2.78% were replies and 2.78% were mentions 
naming the historic center; 0.54% were replies and 
2.46% were mentions naming areas from the indus-
trial polygons; 6.32% were replies and 6.92% were 
mentions naming the residential polygons; 0.05% 
replies and 0.22% mentions named the rural areas 
and 11.28% replies and 16.31% of mentions named 
the slums. One criticism that is commonly made to 
the use of social media is that users are not from 
poor and informal areas of the city. Although the 
majority of the tweets are related to formal areas 
of the city, almost 20% of them are expressing 
issues within the informal areas. Furthermore, a 
recent investigation conducted by the Municipality 
showed that they are reaching more the slums by 
the platform Facebook and that the formal areas are 
reached better with Twitter.
  Figure 7 |  Tweet Rate by Type of Sector
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  Figure 7 |  Tweet Rate by Type of Sector
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THEME
 In other to understand which are the main 
issues discussed, it is important to analyze 
the urban themes with location. Overall, from 
the urban themes of the replies and mentions 
received by the Mayor, the top ten urban themes 
most commented upon were: water, garbage, 
streets, crime, transportation, police presence, 
public vendors, public spaces and housing 
(Figure 8). However, when taking a look at the 
detail of urban themes by type of sector in Table 
3,  we can see that almost all the sectors share 











Water Garbage Streets Crime
unclassified Transportation Police Presence Public Vendors
Public Spaces Housing
  Figure 8 | Percentage of Tweets by Top 10 Urban Themes
































































  Figure 10 | Percentage of Urban Themes Tweets by Type of Sector




























 Twitter has become a platform for public 
interaction, and the findings show that the public 
corresponds directly with the Mayor on issues that 
are more municipal related than personal or politi-
cal, especially during election season. For example, 
the public is most interested in discussing issues 
like water, crime, streets and garbage. Therefore, 
when analyzing tweets, it is important not to analyze 
them in isolation. Without making connections with 
others sources of information one cannot accurately 
explain the changes and the relevance of this infor-
mation. This is something that planners also do with 
official statistics. Therefore, a deeper analysis of the 
main topics will help to evaluate if social media can 
be used to engage citizens for urban planning and 
management. 
Water Crisis, the role of the Municipality and the 
Distortions in Social Media
 Water was a subject with a remarkably growth 
over the months, making it the lead subject of dis-
cussion. However, water supply as a public service 
is not a responsibility of the Municipality. The Munic-
ipality has an ‘Institute of Water’ whose main objec-
tive is the management of some water pumps that 
supply water to the informal settlements of Petare. 
These water pumps can only function and are com-
pletely dependent on the water sent by Hidrocapi-
tal, the service operator for the MAC managed by 
the national government. During the last year, the 
country has been suffering from drought and bad 
maintenance of its water supply system, resulting in 
supply schedules and shortages.
 The tweets directed to the municipality have 
two main purposes: to report if the schedules –set 
by Hidrocapital- are being respected, and to com-
plain about the lack of water or request that the Mu-
nicipality take more action. The amounts of tweets 
towards the municipality could also be interpreted 
as a popular claim to decentralize the services and 
to help the public regardless of the direct lack of re-
sponsibility. However this opinion should be studied 
in depth incorporating Hidrocapital.
 When examining the location cited in the 
tweets regarding water, there is disruption of the 
Tweet-Sourcing Caracas
 WATER CRISIS, the role of the Municipality 
 and the distortions in Social Media
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trend that indicates a spatial bias. Although of all 
the water tweets 28.22% named a location in the 
formal settlements, 47.80% came from the slums. 
Until now this seems accurate with the problematic 
explained before.  But, when looking in detail at 
the characteristics of these tweets we discovered 
that 73% of tweets were concentrated in only two 
areas: Barrio Guaicoco and Barrio La Fenix (Figure 
11). The residents of these two neighboring com-
munities are driving a campaign with the hashtag 
#2bombasparalafenix (#twowaterpumpsforLaFenix) 
asking the municipality to provide two water pumps 
to this area. Overall, these tweets represent 50.91% 
of all water tweets.
  The fact that citizens from slum areas took 
over, for several month, the social media platform, 
to pressure the Mayor to intervene in the water 
system is fascinating. It demonstrates that, locally, 
the use of social media platforms is not exclusive to 
the wealthy areas of the city. Instead of taking part 
in radical demonstrations, the community applied 
pressure through the digital platforms while advo-
cating on other fronts.  
 Their efforts were fruitful. On February 13th, 
the Municipality inaugurated the pipe connection be-
tween the La Fenix Pump Station with the main La 
Dolorita Feeder South, providing benefits for more 
than 70.000 residents. Although there was no public 
indication that the social media campaign was a 
decisive factor in this issue, when the researcher 
brought this matter to the knowledge of the Office 
of Digital Communications while requesting materi-
al for this study, they were absolutely aware of the 
situation and how this community had a dominant 











Water Water without Guaicoco
  Figure 11 | Influence of Barrio Guaicoco/La Fenix’s Water Tweets in Water Total
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 The only public service that is the competence 
of municipal governments in Venezuela is waste 
management. Due to the political tensions and how 
politicized institutions are in the country, the Munici-
pality faced a crisis after the elections in 2014 when 
Mayor Carlos Ocariz was reelected. At the begin-
ning of his second term, the Municipality realized 
the main problem, after the high levels of crime 
and violence, was waste collection. The workers of 
the company hired for the service were sabotag-
ing the service and leaders from the national party 
pressured the Supreme Court to asset  the critical 
sanitation level reached by Sucre’s Municipality. 
After strategizing the collection routes, buying more 
collection vehicles and working hand in hand with 
the workers, the political struggle continued. There-
fore, the Municipality started a social media cam-
paign asking the public to help supervise the waste 
collection schedules and digitally report  irregular-
ities in the service. It was so successful that when 
fighting in court, the Municipality submitted a report 
with 37,500 annexes  composed of all the digital 
submissions the public made through Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram.
 The impact of this campaign can still be seen 
in the tweets extracted for this study. The public is 
still reporting, though with less frequency, the per-
formance of the waste collection service. As seen in 
Figure 8, formal settlements are leading the report 
and complaints about the service with an average of 
35% of the tweets in this matter. The neighborhood 
La Urbina presents 10% of overall tweets, follow 
by Lomas Del Avila with 7.1% and Palo Verde with 
3.39%. Interesting enough, it can be seen again 
that the community of the slums with the strongest 
presence in social media Barrio Guaicoco is pres-
ent again with 4.03% of the tweets. Either way, 
residents of formal settlements are more engaged 
in complaining and reporting sanitation issues than 
slums or rural areas. 
 This behavior also replicates when analyzing 
the street’s tweets. The main reason is that the 
urbanized areas are the ones with more asphalt 
streets regardless of the municipality’s effort to 
urbanize the slums and rural areas. Leading this 
 WASTE MANAGEMENT AND STREETS TWEETS
 The public in constant vigilance of streets and public health
Tweet-Sourcing Caracas
  Figure 12 | Waste accumulated at Redoma de Petare   Figure 13 | Mayor Ocariz outside Federal Supreme Court introducing social 
media data as appendix for the waste management´s court case
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discussion are the most transited areas of the mu-
nicipalities, the formal neighborhoods that connect 
the informal areas with the rest of the city. The most 
active neighborhoods in the formal areas are Palo 
Verde with 10.8%, La Urbina with 6.41%, Sebucan 
6.22% and el Llanito with 5.86%. Their tweets focus 
on reporting potholes and damage on the streets 
and asking for more maintenance.
 The Municipality lacks a map or any kind of 
visualization as an inventory of the state of the 
streets.  Therefore a map was developed by the 
researcher , using the streets tweets and the web-
mapping site CartoDB (Figure 15) to show all the 
reports and denounces  regarding the streets and 
asphalting of Sucre’s Municipality, made through 
mentions and replies for @CarlosOcariz between 
November 2015 and January 2016. The interactive 
map allows the viewer to navigate through the city 
and examine the sample tweets mentioning each 
street and discover the must reported avenues and 
streets of the Municipality. 
 It can be observed in the Streets Tweet Map 
that streets from multiple urban territories (residen-
tial and industrial polygons, formal city and slums, 
rural) were subjects of complaint. The majority of 
the streets tweets were related to streets that play 
an arterial function within the road network. Among 
these, the most mentioned were the ones that con-
nect the formal city with the rest of the urban forms: 
Av. Ppal de La Urbina, Av. Ppal Palo Verde, Av. 
Ppal. Macaracuay and Petare-Santa Lucia Highway. 
 The interactive map creates the possibility of 
visualizing, through the crows feed , the state of 
the streets through the lens of the people who pass 
the streets daily with almost immediate information. 
This could be a mechanism for the Municipality not 
only to have an inventory but for the institution and 
citizens to supervise the progression of the repairs 
and the response of the Municipality, sharing the 




































  Figure 14 | Sanitation’s Tweets by Type of Sector
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  Figure 15 | Screenshots of the Streets and Asphalting Interactive Tweet-Sourced Map
Map Available at https://columbialibraries.cartodb.com/u/alepaty2138/viz/1b0d4eb6-eb5a-11e5-b0c5-0ecd1babdde5/public_map
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 CRIME TWEETS
 The citizens of the most violent city in the world 
 are denouncing through social media
Tweet-Sourcing Caracas
 Caracas is one of the most dangerous and 
deadliest cities in the world. The crime rate is get-
ting higher every year. Sucre concentrated almost 
60% of homicides for the MAC for many years  . 
However, since the implementation of the plan 
‘Puntos Calientes’ (HotSpots Plan) with CAF (Latin 
American Development Bank), they have achieved 
a reduction in the homicides rates. This plan con-
sists of targeting the hotspots where crime com-
monly occurred. With the study, they identified that 
80% of crimes were happening in 6% of the territo-
ry.  Although homicide rates have been decreasing 
since the implementation of the plan, other types 
of crimes, such as robbery, assaults and felonies, 
haven’t decreased as much. One of the many 
reasons is that people do not report such crimes 
often. Consequently, the Municipality does not have 
a database with the crimes, their characteristics and 
location for further study. However, social media 
presents an opportunity to change this situation. 
 When examining the content of the tweets 
related to the urban theme crime, citizens are 
reporting when they suffer a crime or they witness 
a crime, including details such as the type of crime, 
location and modus operandi. A deeper sociolog-
ical study could explain why people feel confident 
using social media instead of the Municipality or the 
Police Emergency Number to report crimes. The 
assumption for this study is that many factors can 
contribute to this result: ‘anonymity’ of the platform, 
meaning there is no personal information one is 
obligated to declare when reporting a crime (in con-
trast to the official call), in conjunction with a discon-
tent public releasing stress and frustration, alerting 
their own community at the same time as informing 
the municipality. This makes social media a useful 
platform to collect initial data. By no means is the 
proposition to build an entire dataset just from this 
data. But as an initial point, with a proper commu-
nications strategy and complementing it with official 
data, the municipality could engage the public in 
informing them where crimes are occurring to tailor 
public policies to lower the rates.
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  Figure 16 | HOMICIDES 2010-2014 : SUCRE MUNICIPALITY
All data provided by the Government of Sucre Municipality | Map produced by Valentina Gaido-Laserre and Alexandra Paty for Intro to GIS Final Project
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 As can be seen in the Figure 17, 83 crime 
tweets were mapped from 277 tweets in total. 
These tweets named a specific location, either a 
place or a street. The rest of the tweets indicated 
whole neighborhoods as insecure areas or de-
manded more police presence in areas frequented 
by criminals. This crime map by tweets shows that 
there is a concentration of crime in areas that are 
not reflected in the Puntos Calientes Maps. Also, 
when examining the tweets, you can see a trend 
of were crimes are occurring: around educational 
facilities, traffic jams and arterial streets. A deep-
er analysis should be conducted to examine how 
much the crime tweets can contribute to the overall 
police strategy. However, this information can be 
use by planners and designers when building the 
framework of an area to study  or planning urban 
interventions while the municipality does not have a 
more comprehensive dataset of all crimes occurring 
in their territory.
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  Figure 17 | Screenshots of the Streets and Asphalting Crime Interactive Tweet-Sourced Map
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 Although this topic merits further examination, 
some conclusions from this study can be stated. 
First, social media can be used as a source of data 
for planning. However, its effectiveness depends on 
how planners, policy makers and designers decide 
to use it strategically, from the moment they start 
communicating through the Mayor, the Municipali-
ty or institutions, to building a relationship with the 
public. And as with any other participation tool, the 
effectiveness depends on the authorities that invite 
the public to participate and how much they inte-
grate the ideas into their practice. For example, the 
Municipality stimulated the public, in a specific peri-
od of time, to report the waste collection service and 
hold it accountable, even receiving an overload of 
information, but was not efficient enough to incorpo-
rate the comments systematically as a policy. This 
example also helps to illustrate the utility of social 
media platforms in punctual and urgent events.that 
social media can be used to get   feddback quickly 
on time-sensitive events.
 Second, previous academic studies, by ex-
tracting geocoded tweets, discarding the ones 
without geographical information, and disregarding 
the content of the tweets, mainly concentrated their 
analysis on where tweets were produced and how 
that related to demographic data. However, this 
study demonstrate that the content produced by the 
public, if studied critically, can be used for planning 
and governance regardless of knowing  where the 
person was standing while writing the tweet.
 Third, the public communicates more with 
leaders rather than institutions. One possible rea-
son is that social media creates a direct bridge of 
communication between the elected official and the 
elector. Therefore, from the moment of the election 
a bond is created and it is the responsibility of the 
Mayor to take advantage of that relationship. Al-
though Carlos Ocariz posts at least five tweets per 
day, he hardly replies to any of the comments and 
some of them are answered by the departments. 
On the other hand, the public is using the platforms, 
specifically Twitter, as a mechanism to report things 
that they could report through the official 0-800 SU-
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CRE line, but they choose not to. Then, the oppor-
tunity is to systematize the contributions regarding 
crime, streets and waste management, as well as 
to foster the public to make these contributions. 
Subsequently, social media can be used as partici-
patory tool for the planning process, such as special 
plans and participatory projects. It can be used not 
only to invite people to community assemblies but 
also to analyze the comments regarding the sector 
to be planned and by gathering ideas and using 
multimedia tools to test the proposals or actions. 
Furthermore, this study demonstrated the high level 
of engagement crowds have with the Mayor but not 
with the Municipality as an institution. The Munici-
pality needs to craft its communication strategy to 
incentivize the identification of departments and 
agencies rather than a person whose time in office 
is limited.
 Fourth, the global crisis Twitter is facing   has 
hardly affected the growth of followers of the Mayor 
and of other institutions. This is when the particular 
political situation in Venezuela comes into focus. 
Because of the control and censorship the national 
government imposes on  many subjects - among 
them, opposition leaders like Carlos Ocariz -Mayors 
and Municipalities have rallied more and more on 
social media to spread their actions and connect 
with citizens directly. In addition, citizens are relying 
more on social media to access information and 
connect with their local authorities. Therefore, the 
challenge for Municipalities is to take advantage of 
this digital connection, which is occurring already 
and without any cost.
 Fifth, one of the common criticisms of social 
media is the bias regarding who is using these 
digital platforms and who has access to them. How-
ever, this is something that also happens in other 
types of public participation. The use of social me-
dia for governance is also an opportunity to incor-
porate sectors of the population that commonly do 
not get involved in governance issues. Furthermore, 
Venezuelan society can be considered atypical for 
the level of commitment in social media it exercises, 
but this is also an opportunity for politicians in other 
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contexts  to update traditional mechanisms for new 
ones that can facilitate, motivate and engage the 
public in planning and governance.
 This research has shown how the social media 
platform Twitter can be used to study the public par-
ticipation process in urban planning. However gov-
ernments and officials, as well as planners, archi-
tects and urban designers, need to keep up to date 
with the latest trends of technology, big data and 
mobile apps. In this case the social network was 
Twitter and nowadays the most popular ones are 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. But it is a matter 
of time that in the future new apps and technolog-
ical advances will come and it is the responsibility 
of elected officials and institutions to learn how to 
take advantage and adapt the communication and 
participatory strategies to them.
 Social media presents an opportunity to incor-
porate citizens in the problem-solving processes of 
the city. As mentioned before, the reliability of the 
social media data, as any other participatory mech-
anism, depends deeply in how the authorities de-
cide to truly incorporate the public and their opinion 
in planning and governance.
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